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Editor’s Perspective
Follow Us On

The Holiday Season
During the holiday season, many of us will be in a very
festive mood as we exchange gifts, eat our fill of special
holiday dishes, and spend quality time with our family and
friends, on a modified level. You may limit your celebration
to the people in your immediate household or have holiday
fun using one of the virtual platforms. But for some of us,
the holiday season has the opposite effect. It may bring
about an increased level of anxiety, stress, anger, and
depression. The memory of what the holiday season meant in the past can now be adversely
impacted due to a failed relationship, child custody issues, sickness, death, financial strain, and
alcohol or substance usage. This heightened anxiety can be just as real and powerful as the
feelings of joy the holiday season traditionally brings. Now add in the compilation of stress and
anxiety from this summer’s ongoing protests, rioting, lootings, police-involved fatal shootings,
citizens hating the police, working longer hours and having your days off cancelled. These
various levels of anxieties are exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Officers are feeling the
stress of not having the flexibility to work from their homes, and the never ending concern of
being exposed to the virus and infecting their immediate family members. Officers have
knowledge of their co-workers and loved ones who have succumbed to complications of the
virus. Retired officers who live alone are feeling even more isolated because they are confined to
their homes during the pandemic, and not allowed to have normal contact with their extended
family members, due to the overpowering fear of being exposed to the COVID-19 virus.
This is why the National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers (NABLEO) decided
to compile this special comprehensive holiday edition of The Guardian’s Voice newsletter. We
wanted to provide invaluable resources and options to our membership, our partners in law
enforcement, and members of our community, who might me experiencing the holiday blues. If
you are having difficulty coping during this holiday season, contact your Professional
Counseling Division, Employee Assistance Program (EAP), a health professional or a trusted
friend or family member. If you are concerned about the well-being of one of your co-workers, I
strongly encourage you to make the phone call on their behalf. "If you see something – say
something." It may turn out to be the most important phone call you make during your career.
Keep a watchful eye out in order to recognize a friend or family member who might be in crisis,
possibly needing your help. Promoting and ensuring the wellness of another requires all of us to
get involved. Let's make a concerted effort to be there for each other. We all need to say "NOT
ON MY WATCH."
National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
www.NABLEO.org
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A Supervisor's Role – Officer Wellness
I would like to remind all Sergeants that we are front-line supervisors. We are generally in a
position to quickly recognize adverse changes in an officer. During an officer's career, he or she
may experience a significant level of personal or professional stress that may manifest itself in
alcohol abuse, prescription drug abuse, poor work performance, excessive tardiness, medical roll
abuse, negative changes in behavior or interactions with coworkers, an inability to make rational
split-second decisions, etc. This type of situation does not always require an administrative or
disciplinary response from a supervisor. Oftentimes an administrative response may complicate
an already stressful situation for an officer because it doesn't necessarily address the underlying
problem that has manifested in the adverse changes. As supervisors, we need to remember that
we have a moral obligation to assist our fellow officers by ensuring they are well. Sometimes it
may be as simple as engaging an officer in open dialogue, just to see if the officer feels
comfortable enough to discuss what's on their mind. If the officer is not receptive at that time,
you can also make it clear that you have an open door policy and the officer may reach out to
you if they feel a need to at a later date. There may be other times when an officer's behavior is
extremely erratic and unstable. This will force you, as a supervisor, to take "ownership" of the
situation with a more directed approach. This may include, but not limited to, giving an officer a
direct order to report to EAP, and driving the officer there, if necessary. This does not make the
supervisor the "bad guy"; it simply reflects a supervisor who cares about their officer's wellbeing enough to make a decision and take the necessary proactive steps. The supervisor will put
the officer in touch with a professional better equipped to assess the underlying problem and
determine a viable course of action. Sergeants may also reach out directly to EAP for guidance
and to ascertain the best approach to a situation. Let's put an end to officers suffering in silence.
Let's become more proactive supervisors by taking "ownership" of these types of situations.

Additional Resources
Crisis Text Line
Text “HOME” or “CONNECT” to 741741
(Also accessible via Facebook Messenger)

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
(800) 273-TALK (8255)

Shawn C. Kennedy
Information Officer
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Chairman’s Corner
When someone mentions officer wellness, we generally tend to
think about an officer’s physical fitness. Rarely do we consider the
mental and emotional health of an officer. During an officer’s
career, he or she may experience a significant level of personal
and/or professional stress, which could be acute or chronic in nature.
Personal stress may arise from an officer dealing with a
divorce/child custody, financial problems, the death of a loved one,
an unhealthy relationship, disease, retirement, or mental illness (i.e.
depression, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, PTSD, etc.).
Professional stress is innate to the law enforcement profession.
Vicarious trauma can result from the cumulative, ongoing effects
that first responders are exposed to on a daily basis. This may
include responding to gang-related shootings/homicides,
unpredictable domestic incidents, traffic stops, catastrophic
incidents, dealing with subjects who have a mental illness, and now
second guessing ourselves in determining whether or not to use
deadly force in today’s intense public scrutiny. These repeated
incidents can have an adverse impact on officers’ well-being without
them even realizing its effects.
Law enforcement officers are a special population (like military and paramilitary personnel and other first
responders) who experience coexisting medical and behavioral health issues with links to job-related
stressors. We often experience higher rates of depression, substance abuse and suicide than does the
general public. As law enforcement officers, we are constantly exposed to issues that can affect our
mental and physical health, including child abuse, domestic violence, vehicle accidents, homicides and
assaults. These exposures have been found to be associated with anxiety, depression, and, alarmingly,
suicide.
We must educate not only the public, but members of our profession about the difficult problems we face,
how to tell the symptoms of mental health problem onsets, how to understand and recognize the risk
factors and warning signs for mental health and addiction concerns, strategies for how to help someone in
both crisis and non-crisis situations, and most importantly, how and where to see help.
As professionals and comrades in arms, we must learn how to recognize and respond to the warning signs
of mental illness and substance use disorders, and link people with appropriate treatment and support, and
increase the understanding that mental illnesses are real, common and treatable.
Finally, we must recognize that this is a health problem just like any other. Consequently, we must
understand and accept that there is no shame or stigma attached to seeking counseling. It is a ready
resource that should and must be made available to any officer who needs it. When you find yourself
feeling down, talk to someone about your feelings. Do not be afraid to let them help you.
Charles P. Wilson
Chairman
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Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

PTSD and Resilience in Police
By Stevan E. Hobfoll, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologist
STAR Consultants – Stress, Anxiety and Resilience

Rather than getting lost in medical jargon and
statistics, we can understand PTSD by telling the
stories of police officers who have experienced
PTSD. Because of confidentiality adherence, these
stories are not based on real officers, but are real
stories taken from the lives of dedicated police
officers who have experienced PTSD.
Ron had 16 years on the job. He was a respected
police officer by all the men and women he worked
with and was always seen as the kind of cop you could rely on. He was a straight shooter,
honest, and seemed calm no matter the circumstance. But Ron was harboring a dark secret,
which he shared with no one. His secret simply was not having had a good night’s sleep
without a nightmare in four years. His secret was he felt unsure of how he would react if he
ever had to use his weapon in the line of duty again. He lived in fear that he would let his
partner down, or fail to act to protect a citizen because he would hesitate. He knew he would
never fire his weapon too soon, but he lived in fear that he would fire his weapon too late.
You see, four years ago, he shot and killed a young man who he had known on the job for
years, in a drug bust gone badly. He kept replaying the film in his head of the incident. Did
he relax too much when pulling the two young men over, allowing the perpetrator to get a
hold of his gun? Knowing the kid from the neighborhood for years, had he failed to act
decisively because he saw him as “just a kid,” even though he was involved in a gang for
years now? Should they have waited in the car for more back up?
It didn’t matter that he was cleared in the investigation. It didn’t matter that he had many
commendations. It didn’t matter that he may have saved his partner’s life that day, and
certainly saved his own life. He couldn’t help replaying the dream of his gun going off in the
struggle and seeing the kid’s face explode an inch from his own face, which was covered in
the kid’s blood and tissue. That day, he had taken the life of a young black man, and his own
son was a young black man.
No one could tell Ron was suffering, although his wife recognized he was drinking too much
and he had somehow just changed from the man he was. He lost his temper over little things
at home and would spend the next week apologizing and trying to be super dad and super
National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
www.NABLEO.org
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husband. He had become overly strict with his own sons; constantly fearing one of them
would get into trouble or just be in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Tammy’s story was different. Only a year on the job, she was back-ended at a stop light,
breaking a bone in her spine, clavicle, and femur. She must have lost consciousness for a bit
because when she regained her thinking, she couldn’t understand what happened and why
she was pinned to the wheel of her police car. Until the fire department was able to release
her from her pinned position, she feared she would die. Die before she had a chance to live,
raise her two young sons or enjoy her husband. Worse than fearing she would die, she
couldn’t feel her legs and feared she would be paralyzed and confined to a wheel chair for
the rest of her life.
After three surgeries and a lot of rehab, Tammy was back on the job many months later. But
the nightmares were there, and she always had to be the one driving the cruiser or the family
car. She managed to get off the pain killers, but it had been a struggle which required all the
strength she had and all the love her husband could give. Whenever she could, she avoided
crowds and worked nights so traffic would be lighter. It seemed counter intuitive, but she
had also become a risk taker at work. Now several years later, Tammy volunteered for
dangerous duty and got on a gang task force. It was as if she was fighting fear by inviting it
in and testing her bravery.
Her personal life also had taken a definite turn for the worse. She divorced the good guy, or
more accurately, he divorced her. She had become irritable, angry, and short-tempered.
Then came the return of the pain killers to relieve the constant pain in her back she had to
live with. She might have gone for help, but as a woman on the job, she always felt she had
to be double or triple tougher than the men. Any signs of weakness invited teasing or worse,
and she felt she had to always show toughness so the other cops would trust her when they
got into tough situations.
So, what are the common threads in these stories? PTSD typically follows experiencing a
threat to life or witnessing a grotesque scene on the job. Nearly everyone is edgy and hyper
alert and at the same time, numb at first. But with PTSD, the hyper alertness turns into a
constant thing. The anxiety becomes constant too. And the memories or nightmares feel real,
like the trauma is happening all over again, and again, and again. The anxiety and agitation
lead to interpersonal conflict. A good night’s sleep only occurs with the help of too much
alcohol or medication. Self-doubt takes over and self-esteem deteriorates. Usually cops hold
all of this in. They show a brave face and are scared at how other officers or the bosses will
react if they knew what’s going on inside. And it is painful, with a pain that’s as bad as any
physical pain you could have. They hold it in at home too, even if their wives or husbands
know something is terribly wrong.
The good news to these stories is treatment is out there and it works. Ron and Tammy both
turned to EAP and the counselor there got them started in their recovery. They were both
National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
www.NABLEO.org
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referred to a psychologist who specializes in PTSD. The most effective therapies are based
on confronting the memories, rather than suppressing them. This is usually the last thing a
cop wants to do, to go over the story of the trauma, let alone to keep going over it. But that’s
what therapy entails. The other hard part about therapy is patients often feel worse for a few
weeks, before they start feeling better.
The second part of the “exposure” therapy is going back and doing things that have been
avoided or caused anxiety and even panic. The patient learns to relax in these situations
rather than be anxious and escape. It’s like the old story of having to get “back on the
horse,” and we have to get back on the horse and feel good about it once again.
It is important for officers to get back in shape. Jogging, cycling and working out at the gym
can be almost as important as any other part of the therapy. It is also important for officers to
get back to the lives they have too often exited. Consider dating again, or dating your spouse
again, when you’ve barely talked for a couple of years other than to argue. Start going back
to family gatherings and out with your friends.
Officers should be given hope by being told the truth. The treatment for PTSD works in 10
to 20 weeks, and you get your life back in the vast majority of cases. That doesn’t mean
everything is perfect in that time, but the PTSD is no longer present. At that point, therapy
has to address destructive behavior and any harm that may have been done to marriages and
relationships with kids. In many cases, the nightmares are gone; the feeling of panic is gone;
and the avoidance of crowds or the corner where the shooting happened is gone. The feeling
of living a life that is fun and full of satisfaction re-emerges. The agitation is replaced with a
sense of calm. In the end, courage comes not in denying the pain or living with it, but in
confronting it and facing the tough course of therapy. It takes courage to face one’s demons
and regain the joy of life.
Dr. Steven Hobfoll has published 14 books and over 300 research papers, and
has worked with men and women with PTSD, especially soldiers, police and
fire fighters for over 30 years. He has successfully treated many Chicago and
regional police and first responders. Having himself been an officer in the
Israeli Defense Force, he understands what it is to put your life on the line and
how hard it can be to decompress and go home at the end of a tough day.

National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
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Symptoms of PTSD

Risk and Resilience Factors for PTSD

(Courtesy of Mayo Clinic)

(Courtesy of National Institute of Mental Health)

Intrusive Memories

Risk Factors

Recurrent, unwanted distressing memories of
the traumatic event
Reliving the traumatic event as if it were
happening again (flashbacks)
Upsetting dreams or nightmares about the
traumatic event
Severe emotional distress or physical reactions
to something that reminds you of the traumatic
event









Avoidance



Trying to avoid thinking or talking about the
traumatic event
Avoiding places, activities or people that
remind you of the traumatic event



Negative Changes in Thinking and Mood









Negative thoughts about yourself, other people
or the world
Hopelessness about the future
Memory problems, including not remembering
important aspects of the traumatic event
Difficulty maintaining close relationships
Feeling detached from family and friends
Lack of interest in activities you once enjoyed
Difficulty experiencing positive emotions
Feeling emotionally numb

Changes in Physical and Emotional Reactions








Being easily startled or frightened
Always being on guard for danger
Self-destructive behavior, such as drinking too
much or driving too fast
Trouble sleeping
Trouble concentrating
Irritability, angry outburst or aggressive
behavior
Overwhelming guilt or shame

Living through dangerous events and
traumas
Getting hurt
Seeing people hurt or killed
Childhood trauma
Feeling horror, helplessness, or extreme
fear
Having little or no social support after
the event
Dealing with extra stress after the event,
such as loss of a loved one, pain and
injury, or loss of a job or home
Having a history of mental illness or
substance abuse

Resilience Factors




Winter 2020






Seeking out support from other people,
such as friends and family
Finding a support group after a
traumatic event
Learning to feel good about one’s own
actions in the face of danger
Having a coping strategy, or a way of
getting through the bad event and
learning from it
Being able to act and respond
effectively despite feeling fear

Additional Resources
Crisis Text Line
Text “HOME” or “CONNECT” to 741741
(Also accessible via Facebook Messenger)

Beneath the Vest (YouTube Videos)
Cumulative PTSD
Police Officer PTSD & Mental Health

National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
www.NABLEO.org
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Chronic Depression

My Life Behind The Mask
By Marienne Perry
Commander (retired)
Chicago Police Department
I have often heard that life is a journey. When you
make that trip with uncontrolled depression, you travel
to Hell. Everyone does not make it back. Much of my
life has been spent traveling the road of depression.
Many of those years were spent just wandering. I had
no idea of the direction I needed to go and there were
no indicators to let me know I was in the right lane.
Since I have been open with my friends about my
battle with chronic depression, Sergeant Shawn Kennedy asked me to consider sharing my
experiences of dealing with the illness while serving on the Chicago Police Department
“back in the day”. I only needed to think for a few seconds before I agreed to the request.
My reason for doing this is I strongly believe depression should not be a taboo subject. In
fact, I think it is extremely important for everyone to recognize that depression is an illness
shared by many everyday people; some of whom are admired and respected; people with
whom you share each day. Forcing sufferers to hide their illness does not make it go away; it
only makes their lives more difficult.
Depression has been a part of my life since early childhood. By my mid-teens, it was so
serious that all I wanted from life was death. Most people had no idea that I was struggling
to make myself want to live. They only saw the exterior, a young girl who seemed to have
everything going for herself. I was a good student in a good school. I never caused trouble.
I was quiet but able to speak up for myself and stand up for those who did not have the
strength to fight for themselves. I always looked out for the less fortunate and helped others
as much as possible. People thought I was strong and I was often told others looked up to me.
I could not see anything good; I only saw darkness.
Growing up, I never heard the term “depression” to describe this soul destroying sadness. It
wasn’t acknowledged by most people. Emotional or mental illnesses were viewed as
shameful flaws that were only spoken of in whispers. Many people did not even believe it
was an actual problem; they thought those afflicted with the illness were just being dramatic
or were faking in order to gain attention. When I brought my deep sadness to the attention of
an adult, she didn’t know how to deal with it so she didn’t. I was told not to tell anyone else
because I would be considered “crazy”. Instead of continuing to tell others, until someone
National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
www.NABLEO.org
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listened, I tried to deal with the problem on my own. Some periods of time were good, others
were a nightmare where I did everything I could do to stop living.
When I was old enough to seek medical treatment on my own, I started to see a psychiatrist.
It helped some, but that was before depression was really understood. It was also before antidepressants became widely used for severe cases so I still experienced serious bouts of
depression. By that time though, I had learned the condition was not a flaw but a real illness.
Eventually doctors recognized depression was multi-pronged. I learned that in my case it
probably stemmed from genetics, a chemical imbalance in the brain and environmental
issues.
Knowing the battle I was fighting, I joined the Chicago Police Department in January of
1977...what was I thinking? I came from a military family. My father was a career soldier
and my brother was in the Marine Corps. The Chicago Police Department was sort of like I
expected but it was a little looser than the household run by my father. I was not surprised
that strength was what was expected from everyone. As one of the first six women to be
assigned to the last District to get women, I knew it was best to just follow orders and keep
my mouth shut. I tried to do the job well no matter how much I was hurting inside. Showing
obvious weakness of any kind would not have done me any good and it would not have
helped the cause of women on the job.
Having to prove myself didn’t make my feelings better and the things I saw each day while
assigned to a busy District just made me feel more hopeless. No one had any idea that I had
problems. I made friends. Sergeants called upon me to handle difficult assignments because I
stayed calm and I was able to calm others. I performed well outwardly.
I lived two different lives. At work I was professional and was accepted by most male
officers. Away from work I often wanted to die. I had no place to turn; I knew that I would
be stripped of my police powers the minute I asked for help. By a certain point I had come
to love the job; I felt I really would not be able to go on with life if I lost that reason to live.
Not every minute of every day was terrible. There were times when the clouds lifted and I
celebrated life. I met and married a wonderful, understanding man. We began to build a life
together and I knew real happiness. Then, one of the other five female officers who came to
the District with me took her own life. We used to talk often. Her death shook me to the
core, especially because my sergeant and I had noticed a sadness in her and we had reached
out to her obviously without success. I now know that by the time of my last conversation
with her, she had already made her decision and was not going to change what she was going
to do. Like so many who suffer from depression, she put on a stoic face and then went home
and took her own life.
The death of that beautiful, talented and tortured soul triggered something within me. I got
serious about getting better. I first went to different psychologists but I did not feel they
National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
www.NABLEO.org
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understood what I was going through at all. I felt my job was a component that they could
not relate to at all, and some of the suggestions they offered were totally unrealistic to me.
By that time I had really taken a turn for the worse. I kept thinking of the suicide of my
fellow officer and, as strange as this sounds, at times, instead of looking at it as something I
did not want to do, I was drawn more and more to follow in her footsteps. When I was
really, really down, I convinced myself that my troubles could be over just like hers were and
I should just get it over with.
Unlike my co-worker, I had a supportive husband who meant the world to me. I knew I was
putting him through hell. I also feared he might get in trouble with the Department because
he was also on the job. I thought he might be punished by the Department if I took my life
because it would be assumed that he knew I was depressed. I also did not want him to ever
feel responsible if I followed through on my constant thoughts. I had a partner and a
sergeant who had become like brothers to me and I thought they might feel guilt like my
sergeant and I felt for not being able to prevent the loss of our co-worker’s life. One day, my
sergeant said to me, “Suicide is a permanent solution to a temporary problem. Don’t think
about that as an option.” Those words resonated with me.
Although I did not trust the Department in certain matters just like most other rank and file
members, I decided to give the Department Counseling Section a chance. After all, things
couldn’t get much worse than they already were. Back then it was not called EAP, I just
called the Section “Beverly Jackson”. I was very reluctant to open up about my feelings at
first. I felt I had an image to uphold as far as the Department was concerned and I did not
want what I said to be reported to anyone else. Beverly showed empathy and concern and
she made me feel that I had a safe place to go to unburden myself. I gained insight into my
condition through my meetings with her and I came to believe that there was help and the
possibility of finding joy in life. Things were looking up but one other piece had to fall into
place before I was able to move forward completely.
Previously, when members were promoted to a new rank or after random drug screening
came into existence, you not only had to provide a urine sample but you also had to list the
prescriptions you were taking. It was not commonly known exactly which drugs were
looked for in the screenings but it was assumed that if you did not list a legal drug you were
taking and it was found during testing, you would have a problem. That requirement was a
huge deterrent to officers going to psychiatrists for anti-depressants, even though they were
becoming more commonplace.
Finally, someone came to their senses. It was decided that it was an invasion of privacy to
have members list each prescription they were taking for all to see. When and if a problem
prescription showed up was the time to address it, not before. If a legal drug that was not
known for abuse was in your system, then that was your business.

National Association of Black Law Enforcement Officers, Inc.
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That new stance made it acceptable, at least to my way of looking at it, to take the
medication that was necessary for me to find balance and to be able to enjoy living. I was
prescribed an anti-depressant but it was still a journey of trial and error before the right one
for me was found. I could not tolerate some and others did not control my depression.
Eventually the right anti-depressant and the right dosage were determined. I still sometimes
get a little down but it is a normal, bounce back quickly kind of sadness, not an, “I want to
die” feeling. After taking the medication for an extended period of time, I decided I was fine
and I stopped taking it without consulting my doctor. Boom, within a very short time, I was
back at square one. I decided that I would rather take a prescription to correct a chemical
imbalance for the rest of my life than to live in blackness for that same length of time.
If anyone is suffering like I did, I encourage you to reach out to EAP. They do not function
in the dark ages of understanding the mind. I was amazed at how much my load lightened
when I admitted that I had an issue that was too much for me to handle alone. Just opening
up to someone who cared and who had the knowledge to guide me, helped so much. When
the secrecy was removed, I was able to see light. Taking steps to help my mental health
healed not just me but those I love. It is torture for family and friends to see you suffering
and to be unable to help you.
I have never been happier in my life and I am living each day now, instead of just trying to
get through it. I have quality time with my wonderful husband and I look back now and I
regret each day that I suffered without reaching out for help.
No two people are alike. Anti-depressants are not the solution for everyone. For some,
professional counseling is enough. The important things are: opening up and sharing the
experience with someone who cares.
Before I end, I want to say that I am available if anyone ever feels they want to talk to
someone who knows that the best of people sometimes go through difficult times and need a
little help. There is no need to suffer in silence anymore.

Depression in Women – 5 Things You Should Know
Courtesy of the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
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Sleep Hygiene

Want to Live Longer, Be Happier, and Look
Amazing? Get Some Sleep!

Versus

By David Englert, Ph.D.
Clinical Director and Operational Psychologist
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department

By Lieutenant Lucas Veith
Community Wellness Division
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department

Sleeping at least seven hours each night (or day for you third shifters) is essential. Not only for
good physical health but for overall wellness and resilience. On the other hand, being sleep
deprived has a host of negative consequences. But don’t just listen to me, listen to Harvard . . .
come on, it’s Harvard! The Harvard Medical School’s Division of Sleep Medicine tells us; “in
the short term, a lack of adequate sleep can affect judgment, mood, ability to learn and retain
information, and may increase the risk of serious accidents and injury. In the long term, chronic
sleep deprivation may lead to a host of health problems including obesity, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and even early mortality.” I know what you are thinking, “Really? Not
sleeping enough contributes to significant weight gain? How?” Since you asked; hormones are
regulated during sleep. When we are sleep deprived, our metabolism slows down and we develop
insulin resistance. To add to that, we tend to crave calorie-dense foods high in carbohydrates
when we are tired (that’s from a National Institute of Health study – apparently, they know what
you are thinking).
So, some really, really, smart people tell us that not getting at least seven hours of quality sleep
each night (day) impacts our attitude, ability to focus, overall health, how long we live, and how
good we look on the beach. Is that enough to convince you to change your habits? Probably not.
I mean, why would living a longer, healthier, and happier life be enough? Binging that last
season of Stranger Things or arguing with that guy on Facebook just get in the way (I agree
though, that Facebook guy is a jerk). What if I throw in the fact that sleep allows time for our
mind and body to recover from the day's work? During sleep, our brain sorts the important
information from the unimportant and files long-term memory. It makes us better at our jobs and
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lessens those awkward moments when we have to pretend to know the name of the person we
are talking to (we’ve all done it). Also, when we don't get enough sleep, we could experience
increased body aches and pains and reduced immune function (that’s right, it physically hurts
when we don’t get enough sleep). A good night’s rest, on the other hand, allows the body to heal,
and we make fewer of those pain-related noises when we are getting up.
What is stopping us from getting a good night’s sleep? I get it, there are times when you are on
call, the baby is sick, or there is a special event. Those things happen but what about the majority
of days? Are you finding you are always tired, you never seem to be able to fall asleep, you wake
up too often through the night, or you wake up and can’t get back to sleep? Maybe it is poor
sleep hygiene (no, I’m not talking about taking a shower beforehand, but if you do, aim for about
90 minutes before you get into bed). Sleep hygiene is a term used to describe good overall sleep
habits. Good sleep hygiene involves creating an environment which will offer the best
opportunity for a good night’s sleep, and works with the body’s natural desire and need for sleep.
Keep A Sleep Diary
First things first, find out how much you are really sleeping and what might be interfering. Keep
a sleep diary for a week, and take note of any patterns you discover. You can create your own or
you can download a good sleep diary from the National Sleep Foundation (they sound like they
really know about sleep).
Set A Sleep Goal
Once you get a good idea of how many hours you are currently sleeping, set a sleep goal. Aim to
get at least seven hours of sleep a night so that you have the energy to tackle everyday demands
(and that you avoid all those awful things Harvard told us about).
Limit Your Bed For Sleeping
Next, use your bed only for sleeping. Don't watch TV, eat, pay bills or do other such tasks in
bed. Too be clear, use your best judgment there. I am just telling you that associating your bed
with anything else will make it more difficult to fall asleep.
Establish A Regular Bedtime
One of the most important things you can do is to establish a regular bedtime and honor it. If you
sincerely want to make a behavior change, then make a commitment toward what you want to
accomplish and keep to your plan. Establish a regular bedtime and stick to it as much as possible.
You may want to set an alarm to remind you that it's time to start getting ready for bed. This is a
good time to put away electronics, get your clothes and equipment ready for the next day, maybe
even try deep breathing or progressive muscle relaxation to prepare your body for sleep. While
we are on this topic, let’s talk about those drastic changes in sleep times. You know what I mean,
four or five days a week you are working nights, and on your days off you switch completely to
being a day-walker (Blade was an amazing movie, right?). I get it, I know, you want to spend
time with family/friends or you have other commitments. Remember, the best thing you can do
is keep the same bedtime each night so all I ask is that as much as you can, keep the same
bedtime hour; try not to make a dramatic shift.
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Eat Better
Try to cut back on disruptive foods and beverages at night, such as rich and heavy meals,
alcohol, coffee, caffeinated tea, and chocolate. Yep, you are right, alcohol will help you fall
asleep. However, that sleep quality will be poor and about halfway through the night you will
have frequent wakeups and have problems going back to sleep. Also, you may have been one of
the folks who could drink espresso before falling right asleep but our bodies change and if you
are having problems sleeping, you should reduce caffeine intake overall and avoid it completely
in the evening.
Quit Smoking. You know what, even if you sleep eight fantastic hours a night, quit smoking
anyway; don’t you listen to the Surgeon General?
Create A Comfortable Sleeping Environment
It may seem obvious but, creating a comfortable sleeping environment is conducive to sleep.
That means no television/radio, keep the room dark, and overpay to get the good pillows and
mattress.
Exercise Routine
And get your exercise routine in at least three hours before bed . . . you are exercising four – six
times a week, right?
Consult A Health Provider
If you try these steps for several weeks and you are still not getting a consistently good night’s
sleep, talk with your primary health provider. They may want to get you into a sleep study or run
other tests.
Your job is hard enough without trying to do it while you are physically and emotionally
exhausted. Make a commitment to take care of yourself, and start by making sure you are well
rested and ready to face the challenge of each day. Please, be safe, and thank you for what you
do every day.

Centre for Clinical Interventions
Sleep Hygiene Information Sheet

International Association of Chiefs of Police
The Effects of Sleep Deprivation
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Shift Work Disorder
(Courtesy of the National Sleep Foundation)

What is Shift Work Disorder?
Shift work disorder is a chronic condition
that is directly related to a person’s work
schedule. Shift work disorder is considered
a “circadian rhythm sleep disorder” by the
International Classification of Sleep
Disorders – meaning there is a misalignment
or de-synchronization in sleep patterns.
With shift work disorder, you have a hard
time sleeping when sleep is desired, needed,
or expected.















Excessive sleepiness when you need
to be awake, alert, and productive
Insomnia, or the inability to sleep
when you need to
Sleep that feels unrefreshing or
insufficient
Difficulty concentrating
Lack of energy
Irritability or depression



Is This You?








Take a walk before your shift
Nap strategically. (Take a nap before your
shift. Take short naps on the job if
possible – even a 15-20 minute nap can
improve alertness.)
Try caffeine
Keep moving
Avoid long commutes and extended hours
Work with others to help keep you alert

Non-Medical Treatments for Shift
Work Disorder

Symptoms


Tips for Staying Awake on the Job

I feel drowsy when I’m at work, or
in my “off time” during family or
social engagement.
I have fallen asleep at work.
I’m not productive at work. I often
can’t think quickly or make good
decisions while I’m on the job.
I wake up too soon. I cannot sleep
seven to nine hours continuously.
My sleep is “broken” and I wake up
frequently during the time I should
be sleeping.
I feel irritable or moody.
My shift work schedule has created
trouble in my personal life.








Melatonin – a drowsy-making chemical
naturally produced by the body, is
normally high at night and low during the
day. In most shift workers, the melatonin
profile does not realign properly with
night work and sleep during the daytime.
This contributes to disturbed daytime
sleep, decreased alertness during night
shifts, and presumably other health
problems associated with shift work.
Taking a melatonin supplement may help
to “reset” your internal clock.
Light Therapy – Light is a powerful
signal for your internal clock. Light
therapy may help shift workers adjust to
irregular schedules.
Caffeine – can make you more alert and
productive during your shift.
Follow good sleep hygiene
Make adjustments to your schedule and
sleep environment
Practice relaxation techniques

It’s important to know that medications which
helps you stay alert do not make up for the lack of
sleep your body still needs to function well.
Consult a medical professional if necessary.
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Suicide Awareness

Why Police Die By Suicide?
By Daniel L. Hollar, Ph.D.
Department Chair/Assistant Professor, Behavioral &
Social Science Studies, Bethune-Cookman University
Chief Executive Officer, Daninger Solutions, Inc.
The purpose of this article is to discuss the leading
scientific explanation on suicide in order to identify
the thoughts, feelings and behaviors that put a person
at risk. Additionally, steps a person can take to
prevent or reduce their risk will also be discussed.
Particular attention will be paid to describing what
those factors look like among law enforcement
officers so those serving in law enforcement can
protect and monitor their selves, as well as, their
fellow officers.
Suicide Rates Among Police. According to investigations by the National Occupational
Mortality Surveillance (NOMS) – Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, military
personnel, police and firefighters have some of the highest suicide rates (Violanti, 2019). In their
study, they reported the average number of suicides for police (77 per year) was greater than
firefighters (17 per year) but less than military personnel (117 per year). Even within the
military, it is the military (MP) officers, security and law enforcement specialists who have the
highest rates of suicide (Helmkamp, 1996). There is at least one study by the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics (Harris, 2016) which ranks suicide among law enforcement officers as higher
than military personnel. The types of police work that have the greatest risk for suicide are
detectives, criminal investigators and correctional officers. History of trauma and alcohol abuse
have also been identified as factors associated with increased risk of suicide among law
enforcement officers. It is important to note not everyone who attempts suicide will die by
suicide. So what is it that makes those who actually die by suicide different? And specifically,
why do police die by suicide?
What Does Science Say about Suicide? Dr. Thomas E. Joiner, Jr., a professor at Florida State
University, is one of the leading experts on suicide risk assessment with over 500 peer-reviewed
scientific publications in the area of suicide and depression. In 2005, Dr. Joiner authored a book
entitled, “Why People Die by Suicide” where he discusses his father’s suicide as one of the
motivating factors behind his investigation into the causes that lead one to take their own life.
Suicide is not an impulsive act and there are often warning signs that go unnoticed but which can
be detected if we know what to look for. According to Dr. Joiner, the desire to take one’s own
life consists of an interaction between:
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Feeling like you don’t belong (thwarted belongingness)
Feeling like a burden to others (perceived burdensomeness)
Being capable of lethal self-injury (acquired capability)

Thwarted belongingness is the experience of feeling alienated from others and not being an
integral part of a family, circle of friends, work environment or other valued group. Since
humans are social creatures, the need to feel like we belong is so fundamental that it can buffer
against suicide when met or substantially increase risk toward suicide when thwarted or
hindered.
Among law enforcement officers, this may often occur when there are family
problems at home or in the work environment. Problems with fellow officers (such as bullyingtype behaviors), lack of family support due to long hours and demands of the job, as well as
protests or targeting by community members due to problems that arise from repeated
complaints of excessive force, may lead officers to feel like they do not belong to the social
groups that are central to our identity. This thwarted belongingness can lead to or exacerbate
feelings of isolation and depression in officers. Depression is a key factor related to having
thoughts about suicide.
Perceived burdensomeness is the second component of why people die by suicide. Having a
sense of competency and effectiveness at our jobs and in our homes is essential to mental
wellbeing. Perceived burdensomeness is a thinking disorder where an individual has the belief
they are so incompetent or ineffective at their duties, they feel they are a burden to friends,
family and the larger community in which they live or serve (Van Orden, K., Merrill, K., &
Joiner, T.; 2005). Police officers may have thoughts of ineffectiveness when they experience
demotions, have departmental charges or internal affairs investigations, reassignment of duties,
or poor evaluations. Entire departments may experience perceived burdensomeness when being
targeted by the media for high profile cases or incidents involving the communities they serve.
Additionally, feelings of ineffectiveness at work and home may develop due to failed
marriages/romantic relationships, domestic violence and substance abuse issues (Adelson, 2006).
Excessive worry about job performance and family issues may increase anxiety and feelings of
helplessness. Prolonged anxiety, when untreated, can lead to depression.
Understanding the role of belongingness and burdensomeness is important but there is another
important factor which separates those who think about or attempt suicide from those who
actually die by suicide. The main factor, according to Joiner, is the building up of the ability for
lethal self-injury. Contrary to popular opinion, suicide is not a sign of weakness nor is it a
cowardly act. Because humans have a natural drive for life and survival, it takes time for one to
build up the fearlessness toward death and self-injury. This fearlessness is acquired over time
through habituation to repeated exposure to pain, violence, death, serious injury and trauma.
Over time, these traumatic experiences may lead to an increase in pain tolerance (habituation to
pain) and/or a fearlessness of death/dying (Joiner, 2005). As first-responders, police officers
have regular and repeated encounters with death, violence and trauma. Being injured, multiple
incidences of physical confrontation, and firing a weapon or being shot at in the line of duty, are
some examples of traumatic experiences an officer may face. The more traumatic experiences
an officer is exposed to, their acquired capability for lethal-self injury may increase, if not
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properly addressed and treated. Increased tolerance levels for pain and easy access to firearms
may inadvertently put officers who have suicidal thoughts at a greater risk for dying by suicide.
Another factor which separates those who attempt suicide from those who die by suicide is the
lethality of means by which they attempt suicide. Those who attempt suicide but survive often
use less lethal means such as overdosing on drugs/medications, cutting the wrist or hanging; all
of which are deadly but are acts where a person can be saved if they are found in time. Those
who die by suicide typically use highly lethal means such as a gun/firearm. Since most officers
carry firearms as part of their duty, easy access to firearms becomes a concern when an officer
begins to have suicidal thoughts. This is why when a person is in treatment for suicidal
thoughts/behaviors, it is often recommended they turn in their firearms to a friend, co-worker or
to the police department until they are no longer in a suicide crisis and have been deemed safe by
their counselor. It is also important to note that just because someone has a history of suicidal
thoughts, it does not mean they are always at a risk for suicide. With the proper support,
treatment and monitoring, the individual can eventually move past this period of distress, safely
have their firearms returned and continue on with their regular duties.
Conclusions and Solutions. Policing in the 21st century is arguably unlike any other time in
history. The demands of the job are greater with long hours, the stressors are more intense with
the ever growing public scrutiny and the toll it takes on the human psyche are just now being
understood. If an individual officer is experiencing thoughts about death, dying or wishing they
were dead, there are more than a few places they can go to seek help. The first stop would be to
EAP. The Professional Counseling Division / Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is a unit of
the Chicago Police Department dedicated to providing free confidential services to active and
retired department members. They can be reached at (312) 743-0378. At times, officers may be
hesitant to seek services through their own department’s EAP due to fears or uncertainty about
how the process will play out for them. For those individuals, there are a number of confidential
hotlines that can be called:






COPLINE (1-800-267-5463) is a nonprofit ran by police officers and provides 24/7
trained peer support for crisis intervention and referrals to mental health
professionals.
Safe Call Now (1-206-459-3020) is for public safety employees to speak with active
and retired officers, and mental healthcare providers who are familiar with police
work.
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (1-800-273-8255) offers 24/7, free and
confidential support for any person in distress and provides prevention and crisis
resources for you or your loved ones. It can also be used as a resource of best
practices for professionals.

The following recommendations are offered to departments in order to decrease the risk of police
officer suicide:
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Create avenues for emergency assistance such as a 24-7 suicide/trauma-support
hotline, manned by trained, volunteer officers and available to officers and their
families.



Implement continuing-education programs designed to elevate the mental wellbeing of officers, mitigate the psychological impact of job-related stress among
officers, and decrease the risk of suicide.



Perform wellness check evaluations (not fitness-for-duty) to screen for elevated
suicide risks (based on the leading theory of suicide) and mental health concerns. The
process should have clear steps for redemption, perhaps involving individual or group
therapy, trauma support, mental health education, substance abuse treatment, and reevaluation.



Develop a system to acknowledge and respond to officer trauma, to include
assigning affected officers to trauma support meetings in the form of group
conversations with fellow officers or individual conversations with a therapist.



Enhance understanding of officer suicide through the development of a clinical
forensic review to determine critical factors predictive of police officer death by
suicide.



Schedule a suicide risk conference to increase awareness, gather support and
generate ideas. Members of the legislature, academia, union representatives,
community religious leaders, clinicians and police department administrators should
attend.
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Seasonal Affective Disorder

Holiday Blues
Sergeant Jeteria Taylor
Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office
Holidays are normally a time for families and friends to come together and celebrate. However,
with a year that has been plagued by the COVID-19 pandemic, it is vital to keep yourself in good
spirits. With cities all over the world being placed on lockdown and the uncertainty of holiday
cheer, one thing for certain is there is light at the end of the tunnel.
According to Mental Health First Aid, 40% of individuals in the U.S. suffer from mental health
or substance abuse. These issues oftentimes make it difficult for most people, especially during
the holiday season. Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) affects more than one million people
each year. With a combination of the stress-related issues of 2020, coupled with SAD, this will
most likely cause a very emotional experience.
Law enforcement officers continue to be at an increased risk for holiday blues. Working during a
pandemic, increased and loss of hours at work, not being able to spend time with family and
friends, issues at home, and other stressors of life, all play a major role in depression. If you are
not experiencing any of these stressors, it is more than likely you know someone who is dealing
with these issues. In order to minimize stress and decrease symptoms of depression, here are a
few coping skills to utilize during the holidays:











Get plenty of sunlight
Exercise regularly
Practice meditation
Make time for yourself
Get rid of social media
Speak with a therapist
Learn a new hobby/skill
Read a book
Set goals
Self-reflection assessment

As we work during the new norm of social distancing and wearing face masks, it is my hope that
you make the best out of this situation. As days go by and the uncertainty lingers amongst us,
continue to push forward. If no one told you this today, “I love you” and I need you to be here
for the New Year.
Happy Holiday
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Anxiety and Stress

Mental Health is Ignored Until It
Becomes Unmanageable
Nakia Harris Jones
Police Officer (former)
Warrensville Heights Police Department
Gospel Playwright
Being a police officer, I always knew that great responsibility would fall into my lap – having the
responsibility for another person’s life and freedom. This includes making decisions for people
you don't understand, without prejudice or judgment, and knowing every move we make might
be judged at one time or another. You sometimes carry all of that weight on your shoulders and
simultaneously try to manage your personal life with marriage, children, family, friends, and
most of all, yourself. It had me believing I was a robot or superhero that citizens perceived police
officers to be, and many of our family and friends look at us as such. It makes us afraid to show
our true emotions; this is especially true for male officers. We hide it so much that we don’t
notice it ourselves. I didn’t even notice myself slipping into a depression that was triggered by
the stress I was experiencing. Stress always reveals itself in your life. I had many warning
signs. These were the top five warning signs for me:






It was becoming almost impossible to sleep.
My eating habits had changed drastically. At first I began to stress eat, which turned into
hardly eating anything at all.
Life became much harder than before. Simple things became difficult, such as managing
bills.
My emotions were unpredictable. One minute I was angry, the next sad, and then at other
times I was happy. It was like being on an emotional roller coaster.
I lost of my zeal for life. The very things that once made me smile, didn’t anymore.

It wasn't apparent to me in the beginning because I was in denial. My life had become
unmanageable, although the signs were right in my face – my hair was falling out, my weight
was up and down, and I didn't even want to look at myself in the mirror. Thank God for family
and close friends, who were not ashamed to share their experiences with stress and depression,
with me. They recognized my stress and immediately took action. They also were not afraid to
call it out and address it with me immediately. If I am honest, my family and a close friend
saved my life. If I could give advice to anyone going through a stressful time or depression, these
are five major things that helped me through:


Get a small circle of people around you, who you can be yourself with. If something
changes about you (warning signs), they can act as your confidant who you can talk to if
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you are feeling stressed out or depressed. They can also help you with whatever you may
need until you can get your balance back. Allow them to help. Isolation is dangerous.
Exercise, even if it’s 50 jumping jacks or a mile walk. Get up and get your heart
pumping. It helps reducing stress. It worked for me and it's also a medical fact.
Take time out for yourself. At least once a week, do something you enjoy or something
that relaxes you. It could be something as small as listening to music to taking a vacation.
Spirituality should have been number one, to find a God of your own understanding. A
higher power as some call Him or Her. You can lay all your frustration and pain down,
believing this too shall pass. Always know even when man is not present, God is always
present.
Talk to a Professional. Don't be ashamed or feel weak if you need to talk to a doctor. Do
your research. There are some doctors who work with energy, and medication is their last
result.
Remember, although oftentimes we play the superhero running into situations what most
run away from, it’s important to know you are a human being with feelings, emotions,
and situations in your life. It's ok not to be ok.
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Alcoholism

Alcoholic, Me?
Officer Andre Bullock
Alcohol and Substance Abuse Counselor, EAP
Chicago Police Department
Who cares or wants to admit that he or she may be an
alcoholic? Most perceptions of the alcoholic are the guy
lying in the gutter or the person asking for change
outside of the liquor store. How about the wino carrying
a bottle in a brown bag? Actually no one can pronounce
another person as alcoholic. That is a conclusion that
each individual must come to admit for himself or
herself. Therefore, here is a simple statement anyone
can use to make the determination for one's self.
If, when you honestly want to, you find you cannot
quit entirely; or if when drinking, you have little
control over the amount you take – you are
probably an alcoholic.
In 1939, Dr. William D. Silkworth, M.D. was ahead of his time. The doctor had a theory that
those who suffer from alcoholic torture, suffers in their mind and body. He believed and so
suggested that the action of alcohol on these chronic alcoholics is the manifestation of an
allergy. The phenomenon of craving is limited to this class of individuals and never occurs in the
average temperate drinker. These allergic types can never safely use alcohol in any form at all.
Once the habit is formed and they learn they cannot break it, in addition to the loss of their selfconfidence and their reliance upon things human – their problems pile up on them and become
astonishingly difficult to solve.
The Doctor writes:
"Men and women drink essentially because they like the effect produced by alcohol. The
sensation is so elusive that while they admit it is injurious, they cannot after a time differentiate
the true from the false. To them, their alcoholic life seems the only normal one. They are restless,
irritable and discontented, unless they can again experience the sense of ease and comfort which
comes at once by taking a few drinks – drinks which they see others taking with impunity. After
they have succumbed to the desire again, as so many do, and the phenomenon of craving
develops, they pass through the well-known stages of a spree, emerging remorseful, with a firm
resolution not to drink again. This is repeated over and over, and unless this person can
experience an entire psychic change there is very little hope of his recovery."
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In essence, the tyrant alcohol wielded a double-edged sword upon the alcoholic. First the
alcoholic is smitten by an insane urge (Mental Obsession) that condemned one to go on
drinking, and then by an allergy of the body (Phenomenon of Craving) that ensured the
alcoholic would ultimately destroy themselves in the process.
The Cause
The cause of alcoholism is not known. Alcohol abuse develops when a person takes a substantial
quantity of alcohol, leading to chemical changes in the brain or the manifestation of an allergy.
These changes increase the euphoric feeling that is associated with alcohol and makes a person
want to take more alcohol, despite the harm that drinking alcohol causes. The pleasurable feeling
associated with alcohol use goes away and the alcoholic engages in drinking to prevent
withdrawal symptoms. These withdrawal symptoms are unpleasant, dangerous and may cause
death.
Signs/Symptoms
If you are experiencing any of the follow symptoms, it may be time to get the help you need.
 Unsuccessful attempts to limit alcohol consumption
 Spending more time to drink, get or recover from alcohol
 Strong urge to drink alcohol
 Inefficiency at work and school
 Unable to discontinue alcohol use despite physical, social or interpersonal problems
 Giving up social life, activities and hobbies
 Greater alcohol tolerance
 Experiencing withdrawal symptoms like nausea, sweating and shaking
The American Medical Association (AMA) declared that alcoholism was an illness in 1956. In
1991, the AMA further endorsed the dual classification of alcoholism, by the International
Classification of Diseases, under both psychiatric and medical sections. The modern disease
theory of alcoholism states that problem drinking is sometimes caused by a disease of the brain,
characterized by altered brain structure and function.
The Chicago Police Department recognizes alcoholism as an illness which negatively affects the
major areas of a person's life, such as health, family and situations at work. If any part of your
life is adversely affected by alcohol, substance abuse, or gambling, please take advantage of the
Alcohol and Substance Abuse section of the Professional Counseling Division – Employee
Assistance Program (EAP) by calling (312) 743-0378.
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Additional Resources
(312) 346-1475
Chicago Area Service Office
Alcoholics Anonymous
Al-Anon
Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (MAST)

Alcoholism is a devastating and progressive, fatal illness which can take a tremendous toll on an
individual and their family members. The Alcohol Assistance Program was established to provide a viable
alternative and linkage with treatment programs, to effectively confront this disease and other addictions.
Trained sworn personnel work with individuals in every aspect of recovery. The program offers
Department members and their families, who have alcohol problems, a confidential, objective, and
nonjudgmental resource to which they can voluntarily seek advice, support and guidance.
In addition to support and referral services, the Alcohol Assistance Program holds regularly scheduled
meetings for police and family members who are suffering from alcoholism, as well as family members of
the alcoholic.
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Health & Nutrition

Training For Life

By Sergeant Larry Snelling
Instructor, Physical Skills Section
Education and Training Division
(Larry Snelling is now Deputy Chief of Area South)
All too often we hear how important it is for members of law enforcement to be physically fit. We
administer the State mandated Peace Officer Wellness Evaluation Report (P.O.W.E.R.) test to determine
fitness levels of candidates who desire to become police officers.
The P.O.W.E.R. test is broken down into four categorical measurements: sit and reach measures lower
back and upper leg flexibility; one minute sit-up determines muscular endurance of the abdominal
muscles; one repetition maximum bench press measures the amount of force the upper body is capable
of generating; and the 1.5 mile run measures the heart and cardiovascular capability for effectively
transporting oxygen. In essence, the P.O.W.E.R. test measures flexibility, strength, and endurance as
these three areas are essential for officers while performing duties that are oftentimes dangerous. The
Cooper Institute suggests that agencies be concerned with fitness because it directly relates to:





The ability of officers to perform the essential functions of their jobs.
Minimizing the risk of excessive force situations.
Minimizing the known health risks associated with the public safety job.
Meeting the legal requirements to avoid litigation and have a defensible position if challenged in
court.

To become a Chicago Police Officer, recruits were required to successfully complete an entry level
P.O.W.E.R. test and eventually undergo several months of vigorous training. A large percentage of
officers left the Academy in the best shape of their lives and even adopted a physical fitness lifestyle.
There were also those who decided they would burn those blue sweats and swore never to dawn the inside
of a gym ever again. Whatever road each officer chose to travel, you can't deny the need to continue a
fitness standard.
A P.O.W.E.R. test can prepare a recruit for the rigors of control tactics in the Academy but not the day-today rigors and stress of being a police officer once they have made it to the streets. Officers often work
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first watch (midnights) which can have an adverse effect on the body, as it is awake at a time the body is
designed to be asleep. They are often affected by the stress of vicarious trauma when they are going to
job after job, responding to traumatic incidents on a daily basis. Because of the profession, officers are
afforded the ability to work overtime and part-time jobs. Officers often indulge themselves in extra work
to their detriment, leaving little time in the day for exercise, sleep and proper diet. Officers on patrol will
spend most of their day sitting, not because they are lazy but because they are spending eight hours a day
in a squad car looking for crime. It is the nature of the job. Even your most aggressive officers will spend
a majority of their watch sitting in the car on patrol, or at a desk processing an arrestee. Officers eat on the
go. This oftentimes mean fast foods high in saturated fats, sugars, and sodium. Studies have found
evidence that job stress accompanied by a poor diet, lack of sleep and exercise can lead to metabolic
syndrome in police officers. Additionally, officers who smoke or over indulge in alcohol consumption
are at an even greater risk of developing metabolic syndrome.
According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information, metabolic syndrome is a number of risk
factors including elevated LDL-cholesterol (bad cholesterol), abdominal adiposity (belly fat), reduced
glucose tolerance and hypertension. Metabolic syndrome is highly prevalent and increasing among law
enforcement officers. An analysis has shown that metabolic syndrome increases the risk of heart attack
and cardiovascular disease by twofold. Metabolic syndrome is also associated with the risk of cancer,
especially breast cancer in women. It has also been linked to cognitive decline and development of type 2
diabetes.
Work Stress and Metabolic Syndrome in Police Officers (A Prospective Study)
The aim of the study was to evaluate the association between occupational stress and metabolic syndrome
in a rapid response police unit. Work-related stress was continuously monitored during a five-year period
by measuring blood pressure, body mass index (BMI), waist circumference, triglycerides, HDLcholesterol (good cholesterol), and fasting blood glucose at baseline in January 2009, and again in
January 2014. Out of 290 police officers, only 234 (81%) completed the follow-up.
The majority of police officers had high stress levels. At follow-up, police officers in the highest quartile
of stress had significantly higher LDL-cholesterol and lower levels of HDL-cholesterol, than their
colleagues in the lowest quartile. Police officers with high stress levels had an increased adjusted risk of
developing metabolic syndrome.
Law Enforcement Roadblocks of Combatting Metabolic Syndrome
Understanding the cause and effects of metabolic syndrome is the first step to fighting it, but the next and
most important step is following through with a plan of action that can be practically applied. We all have
good intentions and want to make ourselves better but life somehow gets in the way; or does it?
Oftentimes we make excuses not to go to the gym or pack a healthy lunch. We find time to attend social
events supporting our profession – the brothers and sisters in blue – because these things are extremely
important to us. These causes should be important to us, but shouldn't our physical and mental well-being
be equally important enough to make time for? Considering we are indeed our brother's and sister's
keepers, we have a responsibility not only to be fit for duty ourselves, but for our peers and communities
as well.
Where do we find the motivation to get or stay fit for duty? Officers should consider this:


The average life expectancy of a retired male police officer in the United States is 66. This is
nearly 15 years less than the average American. Almost 50% of all officers will die within five
years of retirement!
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A law enforcement officer is 25 times more likely to die from cardio vascular disease than from
the actions of an assailant.

Combatting Metabolic Syndrome
Develop a training regimen that works for your fitness level, work schedule and facility availability. Not
all officers should start training at the same intensity as others. Overtraining from the starting point can
have an adverse effect on the body, which may lead one to resign efforts for continued training.
Remember that one's appearance is not always a true indicator of their levels of fitness. Figure out what
your body is capable of doing and start gradually. Do not expect instant results! This will eventually lead
one to become discouraged by the perceived lack of results.
Flexibility:
 Yoga is a great form of exercise for flexibility training and is also utilized for stress relief.
 Stretching while utilizing breathing techniques for at least 10 to 20 minutes per day is effective.
 Warming the muscles prior to stretching is the safest way to perform the exercise.
Strength Training:
 Calisthenics (push-ups, air squats, chin-ups) are a great way to build strength, especially for those
who suffer from injuries.
 Twenty minutes of weight training two-to-four days per week is a good starting point.
 Proper form is more important than the amount of weight you're attempting to lift. Keep the
weight moderate from the start and incrementally increase the weight over time.
Cardio:
 Jog for 20 minutes at a pace that is sustainable for you. As you improve, increase the distance
while attempting to improve on your time.
 Sprint intervals are great for increasing run time and fat burning. Sprint intervals should be
performed in 20 second bursts, with a one minute jog before the next sprint. This exercise should
be performed for 20 minutes.
 Because of injuries, not everyone is capable of running. However, a fast paced walk, biking,
elliptical trainers, swimming are great alternatives.
Diet:






Diet is not a dirty word! Portion control is the key.
Stay away from fast food, foods high in sugar, saturated fats, and sodium.
Eat lean meats, poultry and fish, in moderate portions.
Eat fresh greens, spinach, kale, and other vegetables high in antioxidants, several times
throughout the day.
Reduce your intake of breads, pastries and other simple carbohydrates.

In conclusion, being a Chicago police officer is one of the toughest jobs around. The challenge of
balancing work and family is always a difficult task. Police officers have a responsibility to their families,
peers, communities, and agency. However, the most important responsibility is usually forgotten; and that
is the responsibility for the well-being of one's self. If you succumb to health issues that were either
preventable or modifiable, how are you able to serve those entities for which you are responsible? When
people are healthy and strong, they usually exude confidence. When they are not, they lack energy and
quietly suffer from anxiety.
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I recently allowed work to get in my way. I worked 16-hours a day for a prolonged period of time,
functioned on two-to-four hours of sleep per day, and feasted on sugary foods for convenience. I've been
into fitness my entire life but this stint took a toll on my body and mind. I gained belly fat and suffered
from insomnia and cognitive dysfunction. Once I recognized the problem, I got back into my normal
routine of working out. I believe had I allowed this to go on any longer, I could have found myself in a
mild state of depression and not even recognized it.
Every officer is capable of increasing fitness levels when they truly dedicate their efforts toward
improving themselves. Protect your body and mind from the stresses of the job by staying fit. Protect your
family by protecting yourself. You work your entire career with hopes of enjoying your pension when
you retire. Protect yourself from being a statistic, and collect as many pension checks as possible while
you enjoy a happy and healthy retirement surrounded by family. Stay healthy and stay safe!
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Vicarious Trauma

Vicarious Trauma and Law Enforcement

Prepared by NAMI Chicago Training Team
Officers’ jobs can wear on them; sometimes more than they may realize. New officers should
remember feeling the excitement of being out in the community. When the moment came to finally
go out on their beats, new officers are energetic and excited to respond to calls. These officers were,
and still are, proud to call themselves members of the Chicago Police Department.
But then a few years pass by. During this period of time, some officers have seen hardships they
could have never envisioned prior to joining the police force. They know each day holds the potential
to see another tragedy. They hold tightly to the fact that they showed up for work and did their best.
Officers strive to be the best part of someone’s worst day, but when their watch ends, some officers
go home feeling hopeless about what more they could have done.
Officers continue showing up to work in order to serve their community, but sometimes may find
themselves beginning to feel cynical. The difficult calls don’t affect them as much as it used to.
Officers may begin to wonder if feeling numb simply comes with experience, or whether everything
they’re experiencing at work is now starting to take a toll on them. Officers may even notice it can be
tough to show emotion about anything these days, even when they’re off-duty.
Officers might also notice mood or behavioral changes in their fellow officers – they may suspect
some officers feel numb just like they feel, but some have changed in other ways. One officer seems
irritable or angry all the time lately, and his mood can switch at the drop of a hat. Another officer
begins to drink much more than she used to, which now affects her job performance.
As members of law enforcement, officers witness the trauma experienced by community members on
a daily basis. Exposure to trauma can lead to vicarious trauma (also known as secondary trauma); a
bodily response to bearing witness to the suffering of others. Vicarious trauma is commonly
experienced by people in high-stress helping professions, like police officers and emergency medical
staff. According to Alexa James, Executive Director, NAMI Chicago, she felt the weight of vicarious
trauma many times in her career as a social worker. She believes as first responders, officers are at a
high risk for experiencing vicarious trauma as well. An effect of frequently seeing other people’s
trauma, grief, and distress can build up over time and shift how an officer views the world.
Vicarious trauma is the natural response by the body to cope in the face of overwhelming distress. It
is not a sign of weakness – it is your body’s way of telling you that you have a difficult job (as if you
needed another reminder). As one author writes, “The expectation that we can be immersed in
suffering and loss daily and not be touched by it is as unrealistic as expecting to be able to walk
through water without getting wet.” (Remen, 2006)
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All too often, law enforcement and other helping professionals don’t readily attribute the changes in
their mood, sleeping patterns, behavior, etc. as signs of vicarious trauma. Other times, it may be clear
these feelings are due to work, but it isn’t clear what steps to take to feel better when stress is a
guaranteed part of your job.
The good news is there is hope. This article will (1) provide common physical, behavioral, and
emotional signs of vicarious trauma, (2) steps to take to minimize future trauma exposure, and (3)
strategies to utilize to move forward from the difficult experiences you may have while protecting the
community.
How do I know if vicarious trauma is affecting me?
Each individual reacts to stress differently, so the effects of vicarious trauma can look different for
each person. The first warning sign an individual may notice is an internal alarm bell. It may tell
them they’ve changed or something is different in the way they’re behaving or feeling.
If any of the signs below ring a bell with you, you may be affected by vicarious trauma.

Thoughts and emotions:
● Feeling overwhelmed, drained, or frequently exhausted
● A feeling of numbness, or disinterest in normal activities
● Guilt: feeling you can never do enough, or feeling guilty for the good in your own life
● Anger: at community members, at yourself, at the system
● Hopelessness: unsure what the point is, or what the meaning of life is
● Trouble concentrating, racing thoughts or frequent disturbing thoughts
Changes in behavior:
● Insomnia or nightmares
● Feeling hyper-vigilant or having an exaggerated startle response, even while off-duty
● Increased smoking or drinking
● Self-harm behavior, or thoughts of harming self or others
● Difficulty feeling motivated at work, changes in quality of work
Physical symptoms:
● Panic symptoms (sweating, rapid heartbeat, difficulty breathing, dizziness)
● Headaches or stomachaches
● Weakened immune system or other miscellaneous physical problems
Social changes:
● Withdrawal and isolation from loved ones
● Feeling irritable with others or having difficulty trusting
● Decreased interest in intimacy
● Change in parenting style or relationship style (e.g., becoming overprotective)
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You said there’s hope. What can I do to help myself?
Take care of yourself. You know what they say about putting on your own oxygen mask first
before assisting others. If you aren’t taking care of your own needs – your health, your sleep,
maintaining strong relationships with the people you love – the trauma you encounter out in the
field is likely to affect you more deeply. Creating moments for self-care can look different for
different people. It could be as simple as:
-

Reaching out to someone you love for a chat
Taking a moment to stretch or move your body
Listening to a great song
Making time to take a shower or blow-dry your hair

Limit yourself. What boundaries can you set in your life? Can you limit the amount of news you
consume when you’re outside the workplace? Perhaps you can limit the amount of time you
spend listening to others discuss trauma in the workplace, so you don’t hear as many second and
third-hand accounts. Learn what your triggers are and develop a plan to set boundaries around
them.
Be kind to yourself and others. We are all humans – we make mistakes and we have emotions.
Find opportunities to show yourself some compassion. Notice what your internal narrative is.
Are you frequently criticizing yourself? Are you frequently blaming others? If you have to blame
someone, blame the situation, not the person.
Try thinking a different way. Pain and suffering are realities of life over which we have little to
no control. When you are having a difficult day, try to shift your thinking to focus on the things
you’re grateful for in your life and in the world. Focus on the things you can control, and give
yourself credit when you make progress in those areas.
Try some new activities. Many people choose to process trauma through creating art or music.
Some people process best through physical activity and sports; other people enjoy jotting down
their thoughts in a journal. Go to a yoga class, walk the dog – try something new for yourself.
You might be surprised by the effects.
Reach out for help. You are deserving. Talk to someone you trust, and let them know that
you’ve been having a hard time. Or, seek out mental health support from a professional. Seeking
help from a therapist or counselor is a sign of strength, not weakness. It shows that you believe
you deserve to feel better, and that you’re willing to work towards getting there.
Our team at NAMI Chicago are here to support you as well. Call our HelpLine at 1-833-NAMICHI for support and guidance with any of the strategies above.
“The mission of the National Alliance on Mental Illness Chicago is to provide hope and
improve the quality of life for those whose lives are affected by mental illness.”
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Getting Beyond the Stigma

A Well Kept Gem

By Officer Denisha “Dee” Price
007th District – Community Policing Office

My name is Denisha Price and I've been with the Chicago Police Department for over three
years. I am currently assigned to the 007th District in the Community Policing Office. I have
been utilizing the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) for over a year and will continue to do so
until I retire. Once I retire, I plan to see a therapist and continue attending sessions for the
duration of my life. EAP will forever hold a special place in my heart. I’m so grateful for this
service which has been a major part of my wellness journey. If you’re a police officer or a family
member of a first responder, I strongly suggest you utilize the services provided for you! I hope
my story touches and encourages you to take care of yourself and to never forget, you are not
alone.
As a small child, I thought I had the picture-perfect life. I was sure I’d always be one of the
happiest people in the world. Whelp! As I continued to live, grow, and experience things in life, I
learned that “perfect” was an unachievable notion. I realized my life was far from what I once
imagined. Unfortunately, I was not the happy-go-lucky person I once hoped to be and didn't have
the same outlook on humanity, love, or life. As you read, you’ll understand why.
Growing up, I dealt with childhood trauma, abandonment, rejection, and just flat out hurt. Due to
all of this by the age of six, I already knew I wanted to be a police officer. I wanted to be the
superhero who could prevent children from going through everything I’d been through. My trust
had been betrayed by those who were supposed to protect me. Childhood sexual abuse, amongst
other issues, left me feeling voiceless, helpless, and objectified. Abandonment issues initiated by
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my father’s absence and drug addiction left me feeling alone and discarded. Mental and
emotional abuse brought on by my sexual orientation left me feeling rejected and condemned by
my family, colleagues, spiritual community, and society.

“Mental illness has no face,
color, shape, or size.”
After all I'd been through in my short life, things started to change for the better on July 28,
2018. Although it was one of the most difficult days of my life, it sparked a much-needed
process of healing. I was in so much pain internally. On this specific day, I had never felt so
ready to end the pain I'd been feeling for 20 plus years of my life. I left work sick because I was
physically and mentally debilitated. I wasn't eating, showering, or taking care of myself. I
isolated myself from family and friends. I didn't want to be a burden, and I felt like an
embarrassment. On this day, my family and supporters realized I was not okay.
On July 30th 2018, I did the best thing I could've done for myself; I attended Insight Behavioral
Health Center. I was surrounded by fellow attendees and staff members who encouraged me to
lower my walls and allow myself to feel. They reassured me it was okay to cry, and although
healing hurts, this process was vital to my recovery. I didn't understand how a successful,
selfless, God-fearing woman could go through something like this.
This was a truly humbling experience. God showed me I was not above something like this.
Mental illness has no face, color, shape, or size. I went through this, not for myself but to help
someone else make it to the other side of peace, joy, and happiness. As an added bonus, I met my
life-long companion and soul mate; someone who gets it because she went through it herself.
Trust that God knows what He is doing.
After regaining my strength, I was able to focus on work and do what I love most – which is
pour into the Englewood community. I was on a roll, thinking since I’d invested so much time
into my mental health and wellness, I would not fall how I did before. Boy was I mistaken! On
December 17, 2018, I received some devastating news. My good friend and workout partner,
Eduardo Marmolejo, was struck and killed by a train while on duty. This was the first time I’d
lost someone close to me. I felt like I was back in bondage. Various thoughts took over my mind
and anxiety ran through my body. God was covering my calling, my purpose, and my life. He
knew I needed to be here for you! He knew this newsletter needed to be written to encourage
you.
On January 21, 2019, I reached out to my good friend Alexa James, Executive Director of
NAMI-Chicago. I realized I needed to swallow my pride and humble myself. Yes, I was a police
officer, but I was also a human being. I decided to use my resources and support system. Mrs.
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James took time out of her busy schedule to contact members of my wellness team to see what
they could do to assist. She was determined to assist me in getting the help that I needed. I
realized if I wanted to live and be the healthiest version of me, I’d have to trust the process. God
used Alexa James and the mission of NAMI to save my life, and I will forever be grateful.
Throughout my wellness journey, I was also introduced to yoga and meditation by Erin Vogel,
Executive Director of iGrow Chicago. I knew I was going through a lot mentally and wasn't
feeling my best. I took advantage of the resources the community offered first responders. While
at work, I would use my lunch break to attend community yoga and sound healing sessions at the
Peace House in Englewood. I wasn’t comfortable at first but what did I have to lose? I knew I
wanted to be whole. After a month of practicing yoga consistently, I felt a difference in my mind
and body.

“It is okay not to be okay.”
Yoga became a way for me to get more in tune with my Higher Power and also my higher being.
It became a lifestyle for me. Being a police officer and a humanitarian, I tend to be a caregiver. I
love being of service to people. I love inspiring, uplifting, and encouraging those in despair.
While doing all of those great things, I neglected self. I was pouring out of an empty glass. I
would give all of myself to others and I would have nothing left for me. I knew I needed to take
better care of myself. Every morning, I wake up, pray, and then jump right into my self-care
time. Yoga and meditation is self-care for me.
With yoga being another tool that changed my life, I realized my purpose is bigger than me. I
knew I needed to be a mental health advocate for first responders. I also knew I needed to share
my story to save lives. I know I’m not the only police officer who has felt the way I did in the
past. There are officers who feel depressed, suicidal, and anxious right now. I hope this story
pushes you to step out on faith, humble yourself, and seek the help you need.
I never thought I’d be comfortable enough to share my story. Growing up, I was always told,
"Everyone doesn't need to know your business." This statement is true to a certain extent, but
I’ve learned your story and testimony could save a life. You could inspire and empower someone
who needs an extra push. I pray this chapter of my book encourages you to be proactive when it
comes to your mental health. It is okay not to be okay. Seek help! Go to therapy. Utilize the EAP
services available to you. Do what you need to in order to make sure you live a healthy,
prosperous, and wholesome life. I love you and I got you.
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Depression Among Women
(Courtesy of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)

Depression is common and treatable. If you
think you have depression or postpartum
depression, seek treatment from your health
care provider as soon as possible.

Symptoms of Depression



Postpartum depression is depression that
occurs after having a baby. Feelings of
postpartum depression are more intense and
last longer than those of “baby blues,” a
term used to describe the worry, sadness,
and tiredness many women experience after
having a baby. “Baby blues” symptoms
typically resolve on their own within a few
days.







Depression is a common and serious illness.
A CDC study shows that about one out of
10 women in the United States experience
symptoms of depression.



Depression doesn’t feel the same for
everyone. How often symptoms occur, how
long they last, and how intense they may
feel can be different for each person.



Risk Factors for Depression
Experiences that may put some women at a
higher risk for depression can include:











Stressful live events
Low social support
Previous history of depression
Family history of depression
Difficulty getting pregnant
Being a mom to multiples, like
twins, or triplets
Being a teen mom
Preterm (before 37 weeks) labor
and delivery
Pregnancy and birth complications
Having a baby who has been
hospitalized




Lasting sad, anxious, or “empty
mood”
Feelings of hopelessness or
pessimism
Feelings of guilt, worthlessness, or
helplessness
Feelings of irritability or
restlessness
Loss of interest in hobbies and
activities
Loss of energy
Problems concentrating, recalling
details, and making decisions
Difficulty falling asleep or
sleeping too much
Overeating or loss of appetite
Thoughts of suicide or suicide
attempts
Aches or pains that do not get
better with treatment

Symptoms of Postpartum Depression
How
often postpartum depression
symptoms occur, how long they last, and
how intense they feel can be different for
each person. The symptoms of postpartum
depression are similar to symptoms of
depression, but may include:







Crying more often than usual
Feeling of anger
Withdrawing from loved ones
Feeling numb or disconnected
from your baby
Worrying that you will hurt the
baby
Feeling guilty about not being a
good mom or doubting your
ability to care for the baby
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Women in Law Enforcement

Breaking Through: Challenges in Law Enforcement
for Female Officers

By Dr. Beata Staszewski, Psy.D.
Chicago Police Officer and Licensed Clinical Psychologist

Over the last hundred years, the Chicago Police Department, as well as law enforcement agencies all
over the world, have experienced a shift toward hiring a more diverse and inclusive staff. Many
embrace the changes as positive and progressive in a Department that has often been criticized for a
lack of transparency, as well as resistance to change. This article will highlight some of the
challenges and obstacles female officers face in the policing profession, as well as tools and strengths
that allow women to thrive and succeed in this field.
ROADBLOCKS AND OBSTACLES
Women in policing have often faced challenges with regard to being considered effective and
competent at their duties. For many years, women were tasked primarily with administrative or
socially oriented roles in policing, including the role of police matron (CPD, 2019). As a result, there
has been a catch-up period for women to gain equal experience and opportunity in order to become
effective officers in the field. This catch-up period has led to women attempting to demonstrate
proficiency in various ways, including some women choosing to compromise their personal lives by
working excessively to become beyond capable in their field and to be recognized as a “team player,”
despite this demonstration of work ethic not being required at times of male peers.
Another issue for women, who are police officers, is the dual or triple roles of responsibilities outside
of the workplace. According to the American Psychological Association (2016), 53-68 percent of
caregivers for older adults are women. These multiple responsibilities are also coupled with women
primarily continuing to take on traditional roles related to the daily management of household tasks.
According to Parker (2015), “Women most often are the ones who adjust their schedules and make
compromises when the needs of children and other family members collide with work.” With these
additional responsibilities, as well as limited opportunities in recent history with regard to the
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frequency and availability of promotional exams in the Department, women fall behind in striving for
promotion and advancement.
FINDING OUR WAY
Women in law enforcement often struggle to find their footing at first, even in the Education and
Training Division. I came into the Department with no family on the job or military experience. This
left me with the option of having to learn quickly from those peers, who possessed some familiarity
with the job, as well as instructors, of what I needed to do to succeed. It was encouraging to have
strong female examples such as Sergeant Cynthia Nichols and retired Lieutenant Jackie Campbell
instructing physical skills. They, along with other staff members, made me understand I could learn
to be effective with practice and perseverance. Less helpful at times were fellow classmates, one of
which I remember saying to me, “You should just quit now.” It was obvious this comment was based
on my gender and his perception of who he felt would make a good police officer. Female leaders
outside of the “Academy” were also influential and good role models. When I was a Probationary
Police Officer (PPO) in the 011th District, retired Lieutenant Diane O’Sullivan would send back
reports to me saying, “You can do better than this. You have to do better than this.” This type of
constructive criticism and feedback allowed me to polish my skills, when there was a need. I was
assigned to acting desk sergeant duties before I was even off of probation.
With female peers, laughter and tears mingle together when we discuss our experiences on the job.
One of my greatest friends who I met on this Department is someone I perceived to be hard on me
when we first met. I later learned her frustration was not related to me but to some of our male coworkers and their lack of effort at times. Some of our sisters in blue portray themselves as overly
dominant in an effort to just be perceived as equal to the men on the job. Some choose not to
conform to uniform standards which puts them at risk of injury during a physical altercation. The
cost of these behaviors can be isolation or alienation from peers, as well as unsound tactical
practices. It is my belief these attitudes and choices would decrease vastly if women did not feel they
had to find a way to be seen and heard more often than they are now by their male counterparts.
I would venture to say almost every woman on this job has a story to tell about her struggle to remain
true to herself and the person she was before she became the police, and the need to accept some of
the unmistakably male aspects of a male-dominated profession, in order to fit in. Thick skin is
required on this job in order to survive. Many women cut their teeth on growing that skin, by
managing comments from male peers which toe the line between teasing and harassment. I feel
extremely fortunate in that almost all of the men I have worked with have been incredibly humorous
without crossing the line with me personally. Some of my sisters have not been so lucky.
Verbal exchanges are sometimes the least of a woman’s problems on the job. Females are sometimes
less likely to be taught policing by males the same way men would teach a male partner. This results
in the lack of knowledge and proficiency in many areas, which can translate into safety issues and
less of a practical foundation for promotional exams. Males can also feel they can treat female coworkers in a less than professional manner than they treat their male counterparts. I vividly
remember a Department phone being ripped out of the wall and flung at my head, when I was a
young officer, because I put a veteran officer on a different start time due to manpower needs.
Looking back, I am certain if a man was creating the work schedule, the poor phone would have not
met its demise into the wall like it did that day.
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RESILIENCE AND GROWTH
Despite many of the challenges faced by women in law enforcement, a number of women have found
a way to blaze a path onward and upward. Oftentimes, the support and mentorship of other women
becomes central to encouraging motivation and perseverance when female officers feel the stress of
the job and their personal lives. According to Merchant (2012), the primary purpose of
communication for women is to “…enhance social connections and create relationships…” As a
result, women often seek out other women to provide them with guidance navigating a path toward a
more balanced life and advancement opportunities. It is important for leadership to provide this
guidance and communicate avenues for strength and success to other officers.
The burden of proving oneself worthy and proficient as a female officer can lead to overtaxing the
self on multiple fronts, including work and family. Maintaining boundaries personally and
professionally can be extremely challenging, especially to the current generation of female law
enforcement officers, due to the burden of expectations from many individuals in the officers’ lives.
Many women are currently members of the sandwich generation, which is a group “sandwiched”
between the tasks of caring not only for children, but for aging parents as well.
Evans et al. (2016) encourages women to evaluate their within- and between-role balance strategies
and attend to tasks that are necessary and required, while maintaining space for self-care, living with
imperfection, and delegating tasks to others. For women, this includes sometimes leaving the dirty
dish in the sink or taking time off and managing the guilt of not being “productive”, during a time
when there are a million tasks remaining to accomplish. Female officers are an integral and important
part of law enforcement agencies, and as such, must continue to not only protect and serve the wellbeing of others, but their own well-being as well.
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Financial Literacy

The Academy of Financial Fitness
By Dr. Inger M. Daniels
Visiting Professor, Florida A&M University School of Business &
Industry; Chief Financial Officer, Daninger Solutions, Inc.

A key part of the law enforcement job is to stay in control. The
academy trains police officers to stay in control during
encounters with the civilians they protect. Unfortunately, law
enforcement officers, and people in general, are not trained to
control their finances. When finances are not under control, we
may walk through life under a silent, lonely, continual stress.
Financial troubles can have ripple effects, often causing marital,
mental and physical health problems. While there’s no reason to
believe police officers are less financially prepared than the average citizen, they do face some
unique challenges. In this article, we will attend the ‘Academy of Financial Fitness’. We will discuss
the basics for controlling your finances, protecting yourself against financial risks, and planning for
your financial future.

How does your financial picture compare?
We hear a lot about strength or weakness in the broad economy, but often what’s happening on
the large scale may not align with our own personal experience. Americans are under a very large
debt burden and the vast majority of us are living paycheck to paycheck. Let’s take a look at the
numbers:
Median Salary in US
Avg Credit Card Debt
Avg CC Interest Rate
Avg Mortgage Debt
Avg Student Loan Debt
$0 Emergency Savings
% of Americans living
paycheck-to-paycheck
% of Americans in Debt

$63,179
$8,602
19.24%
$202,284
$34,900
26%
80%
75%

The median US salary is about $63.1K 1 ($63.3K2 for
LEOs). However, 80% of Americans are living paycheckto-paycheck, 26% have no emergency savings, and 75% 3
are in debt. On average, Americans owe $8.6K in credit
card debt, carrying an average interest rate of 19.4%.
Making payments of $200 per month, it will take
roughly 6 years to pay it down! With 70% of economists
projecting a recession in the next two years4, the time is
now to start spending frugally, saving responsibly, and
getting in control of our finances.

1

US Census Bureau, 2018
Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2018
3
Data in table from bankrate.com; careerbuilder.com
4
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/next-recession-trump-survey-shows-most-economists-predictdownturn-2021-2019-8-1028456445
2
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Start with a Budget
The first step to achieving financial control is to develop a budget. There is no way to control your
finances without one. A budget is a plan for how you will earn and spend money over a period of
time. The US Government has a budget, the State of Illinois has a budget, the Chicago Police
Department has a budget and so should your family.
Below is a good example of a monthly budget (a similar version is available for free download at
zerobasedbudgethq.com). A budget forces you to allocate expenses based on needs, identifies
possible expenses that are not necessities or can be eliminated, and forces you to continually
evaluate your budget to reflect your life and determine what is really important. When you budget,
you tell your money where to go, you don’t let it tell you.
Step 1: What is your income? The first step in building a budget is to write down your after-tax
income. This is how much money comes into your home from your salary and interest on
investments, after taxes and any deferred income are withdrawn.
Step 2: What are your expenses? Next, list your expenses. To do this, I recommend downloading
last month’s bank statement. See how much you spent in each of the above categories. This will
help you learn where your money tends to go, and can show you where you might want to cut back.
Step 3: What should your expenses be? Determine how much of your expenses should go to each
category. An easy rule to follow is the ‘50/30/20 rule’:

Budgeted
Categories

$4,000.00

Monthly Budget
Spent
$3,951.48

Budgeted
Percentage
$ Amount

Remaining $48.52

Actual
Percentage
$ Amount

Difference

Savings & Protection (20%)
Savings

10.00%

Debts

10.00%

Housing
Utilities
Food
Transportation/Fuel
Clothing Needs
Medical

25.00%
5.00%
6.00%
10.00%
2.00%
2.00%

Personal Care
Cable/Streaming Video
Shopping
Dining out
Recreation

5.00%
2.00%
5.00%
8.00%
10.00%

$400
$400
Needs (50%):
$1,000
$200
$240
$400
$80
$80
Wants (30%):
$200
$80
$200
$320
$400

100.00%

$4,000

10.00%

$400.00

$0.00

10.00%

$400.00

$0.00

25.00%
5.16%
5.95%
10.69%
1.66%
2.17%

$1,000.00
$206.37
$238.01
$427.47
$66.47
$86.69

$0.00
($6.37)
$1.99
($27.47)
$13.53
($6.69)

4.01%
2.15%
5.10%
7.08%
9.83%

$160.33
$85.83
$204.05
$283.20
$393.05

$39.67
($5.83)
($4.05)
$36.80
$6.95

98.79%

$3,951.48

$48.52
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Allocate 50% to necessities
Necessities are payments you must make such as housing, utilities, food, childcare,
transportation, clothing needs (I need new shoes because my old pair is worn through), health
insurance, minimum credit card payments, etc. Minimum payments on credit cards are needs
because the consequences of not making them are very steep. Spending on back-to-school
shopping or streaming video services are not necessities. As an example, if you earn $4000 per
month after-taxes, then you should allot $2000 to necessities, which means you cannot afford
$1000 in rent, $800 in childcare, and a $400 car payment.
Allocate 30% to wants.
Wants are the basic things you like to have such as cable, clothing shopping, gym memberships,
etc. Many of the things we purchase are wants. When you track your expenses, you will likely
realize there is plenty room to cut back in this category.

Allocate 20% to savings and debt reduction
Pay yourself first. Savings and debt reduction are the first two lines in a good budget. You
should think about savings as the category which provides you with financial preparation and
protection. The savings category includes:





Emergency fund -- should eventually contain 3 months’ expenses and be used for emergencies
only.
Retirement -- consider a Roth IRA to supplement pension and deferred income
Variable Expenses Fund -- to cover budget shortfalls and save for one-off expenses like
vacations, gifts, or birthday parties
Investments -- stocks, bonds, exchange traded funds (ETF), mutual funds, etc. which are used to
save for large, distant expenses like college or to pass down to children

The debt reduction category includes what you pay toward debt in excess of minimum credit
card payments. Mathematically, it makes the most sense to pay off the highest interest cards
first. However, you may find you are more motivated to pay off your debt by quickly paying off
low-balance cards first. It’s your call, so long as you’re paying down the debt.
Using a monthly, after-tax income of $4000 and a 20% savings rate, the figure below gives a
possible model for allocating your savings over time:
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How to allocate the 20% between savings and debt reduction over time:

In the first month, set aside the entire 20% to the variable expenses fund (VEF). If you exceed
your budget in subsequent months, pull from this fund instead of using a credit card. Add to
this fund during months you come in under budget. Also use this fund for one-off expenses
such as unexpected car or household maintenance.
After your VEF is established, take the next 5 months to build an emergency fund covering one
month of expenses. In case of emergency like job loss or incapacitation, pull from this fund
instead of using a credit card.
At this point, six months have passed and you have gained control of your finances using a
budget. You have cash in your VEF in case a one-off expense causes you to exceed your budget.
You have cash in your savings account in case of job-loss level emergency. It is time to begin
aggressively paying down debt. Dedicate at least 10% of your income to debt payments. If you
have $8,000 in credit card debt at 20% APR, then $400 per month will eliminate the debt in
about two years. Use the remaining 10% to save for retirement. Consider placing these funds in
a Roth IRA, an investment vehicle with special tax savings which will help you supplement your
pension and deferred income savings during retirement.
After your past debt is eliminated, continue building for the future. Along with your retirement
contributions, begin to invest in stocks, bonds, mutual funds and/or ETFs. Investment savings
can be used to build wealth, create an inheritance for your children, make large purchases, etc.
The stock market earns roughly 10% per year on average. If you use the entire 20% of your
$4000 after-tax income ($800 per month), begin investing at age 25 and continue until age 55,
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the accumulated value of your investment would be $1.65 million! Even if you simply invest
$200 each month for 10 years at the average 10% stock market return, you will have
accumulated roughly $40,000 – enough to send a child to a good college (try a 529 plan for
college savings). Alongside investments, I recommend using a small portion of the 20% to
continue building your VEF. The VEF will prevent credit card usage and help you keep funds
available for special occasions like vacations and holidays.

Prepare and Protect Against Financial Risk
Police officers protect their physical well-being with their weapon, vest, flashlight and Taser.
Financial well-being needs protection too. The risks of a career in law enforcement make
planning for the worst an all-important step. In this section, we discuss insurance and estate
planning. Together with the savings vehicles mentioned in the previous section, there are a full
six structures LEOs should establish to protect their financial well-being:

Life Insurance
For law enforcement officers, life insurance is a must. If you are adequately insured, then in the
event of a tragedy, your family won’t be left to bear the additional burden of covering final
expenses and finding a way to live without your income. The City of Chicago provides $25,000
basic group term life insurance coverage at no cost to full-time employees through MetLife
Insurance. An employee can purchase optional term life insurance through payroll deduction
up to ten times his or her annual salary. Premium payment amounts are based on age and
salary. Purchasing insurance through payroll deduction can be advantageous, because if you
purchase insurance outside of the City of Chicago, companies will not adjust premiums based
on your salary. Also, experts often recommend that you purchase 10 times your gross yearly
income, as is the maximum available through the City. Ten times your income is a good rule of
thumb, but like any other purchase, you don’t want to buy any more or less than you need.
How much life insurance do you need? If you’re unmarried and single, there may be no need for life
insurance at all. If you’re married with 3 children and your spouse stays at home, life insurance is critical.
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To calculate your life insurance needs:


Income replacement: Suppose your family needs to rely on your income for another 15 years. If
you earn $4,000 per month, then you’ll need a life insurance policy which will pay a lump sum
large enough to generate $4,000 per month for 15 years. Think of it like a mortgage: how much
does a house cost if I must pay $4,000 per month for 15 years at, say, 5% interest per year? Any
online mortgage calculator will help you figure this out: roughly $500,000.



Debts: Include the total amount you owe in credit card debt, mortgage, car loans, and personal
loans to the total amount of insurance you purchase.



Funeral expenses: Include average funeral costs of $8,000 in the amount of life insurance you
purchase.



College education: Average student loan debt is roughly $35,000. This provides a good estimate
for how much each of your children will need for college. If you have two children, include
$70,000 in projected college costs to the amount of life insurance you purchase.

So an officer with $4000 per month in after-tax income, $150,000 in debts, and 2 college-bound children
should purchase $500,000 (income replacement) + $150,000 (debt payoff) + $8,000 (funeral expenses) +
$70,000 (college expenses) - $25,000 (offered at no cost by City of Chicago) = $723,000 in life insurance.
Term or whole (universal) life insurance? Whole life insurance incorporates an investment vehicle which
accumulates in value over time. Often the fees and premiums on such plans are quite high. If you’re
investing in the market as discussed in the last section, then there’s no need to pay the higher premiums
and fees to also invest within your life insurance policy. Choose term life insurance and invest as
mentioned in the last section.

Advance Directives and Estate Planning
Having a clear plan in case of demise or incapacitation is especially important for law
enforcement officers (LEO). A good plan will include:


Advance directives: A legal document called Power of Attorney will appoint a person you trust
to act on your behalf for health care and/or financial decisions if you become incapacitated. It
gives one person the authority to represent another person in various types of financial and
medical matters.



Wills – A will is a legal document that names an individual to administer the distribution of your
assets after death, provides instructions for distributing your assets, and can appoint guardians
for minor children. Without a will, the State of Illinois will decide how to distribute your assets
to your beneficiaries according to its laws. This process may not produce your desired outcome
for your survivors.
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Trusts – A trust is an arrangement that allows a third party, or trustee, to hold assets on behalf
of a beneficiary or beneficiaries. Trusts can be used to place inheritance for minor children until
they are adults. Trusts can avoid probate (the legal process for settling an estate), so
beneficiaries may gain access to assets inside a trust more quickly than if they were transferred
with a will, with less court fees and potentially less taxes.

The Wills for Heroes foundation provides essential estate planning documents free of charge to
veterans and first responders. The Chicago Bar Association administers this program for the
Chicago area. Wills for Heroes holds programs almost monthly which offer this service. You
should register 2-3 weeks in advance. Visit the Chicago Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Section
website to register or visit willsforheroes.org for more information.

Avoiding Pitfalls
No matter how much effort police officers put into gaining control over their finances, stepping
into a financial pitfall can spoil all good efforts. In this section, we discuss some common
financial pitfalls police officers encounter and how you can avoid them.
Excessive spending and debt – Stick to your budget, do not spend excessively, and above all,
avoid credit card debt. Also avoid purchases that you don’t need, both large and small. After
years of working hard, the temptation to treat yourself with the purchase of an expensive car or
truck, boat, or an ATV can be strong. You should only succumb to this temptation if you’ve
planned and saved for such a purchase. Otherwise, you can easily find yourself slipping into
debt or working extra jobs to afford payments on such purchases.
Golden Handcuffs – Often law enforcement officers work overtime or take on second jobs to
earn additional income. While the added income can be helpful, if you adjust your spending to
reflect the extra income, it’s hard to ever break free of the need to work extra jobs. Avoid
needing extra income by reducing discretionary and excessive expenses. If you choose to work
overtime or take on a second job, maintain or reduce your current expenses and set a financial
goal, such as saving for a vehicle down payment or a beach vacation. Once that goal is achieved,
release the extra work commitments.
Vices – Like anyone else, police officers often use vices
to numb the emotional and mental effects of stress.
But because the law enforcement career can be
particularly stressful and traumatic, LEOs can rely on
these vices heavily, and become susceptible to
addictions. Keep in mind that gambling, alcoholism,
smoking, and drug addictions are not just physically
and emotionally destructive, but also financially
destructive. Gamblers can fall into staggering debt. In
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some states, smokers can spend up to $5,000 per year on cigarettes. If an officer goes to the
bar after his shift each day and buys two beers at $5 each, he’ll spend $200 a month on beer
alone. Vices and addictions are expensive, not to mention the associated health care or rehab
costs.
Predatory Lenders – Payday lending appears to help bridge the gap between paychecks when
money is tight. But if money is tight this pay period, then it can be even more tight next pay
period after paying the exorbitant interest charged by payday lenders. Payday borrowers often
fall into the cycle of depending on payday lenders between paychecks, then paying large
interest payments, and needing the payday lender again the next pay period as a result. Avoid
payday lending by building a budget, reducing expenses, and using the variable expense fund
for months when your spending exceeds your budget.
As a graduate of the Academy of Financial Fitness, you have learned how to stay in control of
your finances by building a budget, protecting your family against financial risk, and avoiding
financial pitfalls. These are the keys to good money management skills, relieving financial
stress, and achieving your financial goals. Oh, the places you’ll go!
(Note: Some police unions, like the FOP Chicago Lodge #7, provides a Benefits Plan for members
which offers education and access to affordable professional services such as Financial Planning,
Estate Planning, Insurance and Legal Services at rates which are discounted anywhere from 1050%. Membership in the benefits plan is free for union members.)

Financial Literacy
Supporting Officer Safety Through Family Wellness
(Courtesy of the International Association of Chiefs of Police)
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Holiday Blues

‘Tis the Season to Be Aware of Being Isolated
By Robert Sobo, Ph.D.
Director, Professional Counseling Division/EAP
Chicago Police Department
(This interview of Dr. Sobo was conducted for the monthly Mental
Health and Wellness Support section of the Chicago Lodge 7
magazine, and appeared in its December edition.)

The greatest gifts to Chicago Police Officers during the
holiday season have typically been great joy,
togetherness, intimacy and a time for family and friends.
But instead of having the relief, ‘tis the season when
things have become even more difficult. For families that
may have felt comfortable getting together in a bubble or
whatever ways they may have agreed upon to feel safe
and be safe, the boundaries have changed. More people
are not willing to make the sacrifice or take the risk of
being together.
And so ‘tis the season when officers might feel more isolated than ever. Continuing to work long
hours increases the exhaustion of the job physically and emotionally and leads to a feeling of
isolation that brings about anxiety, depression and stress. That suffering make you vulnerable to
increase alcohol or drug use, whether it be illegal substance or prescription medication, in order
to numb feelings. Or gambling or extra-marital activities. Whatever your poison is, so to speak,
the isolation of the holiday season can increase engaging in that destructive behavior in order to
feel a sense of immediate gratification and release that actually causes more damage to one’s
well-being, personal life and profession life.
It becomes a vicious cycle. The increase of stress, fatigue and exhaustion makes everybody more
vulnerable to lowing their defenses and engaging in behavior that is destructive.
To capture some of that most wonderful time of the year feeling, it’s more important than ever to
put energy into engaging with and contacting people in any way that you can, whether it be
phone calls, Zoom meetings, Zoom meals or Zoom parties. This will enable you to follow your
current safety guidelines but also feel that you’re not alone and that you do have human contact,
intimacy and connectedness.
That’s especially important when there are children in the family, because children are often only
as well as the authority figures around them. Don’t be their Grinch. Take care of yourselves so
that your children’s anxiety and stress levels during this time of year don’t become more difficult
to control. Remember, they’re on Zoom, too. They’re not getting together with friends like they
normally do. And children crave that.
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‘Tis the season to stop and check whether a crisis is coming on. You know you’re in a crisis
because things become out of your control. You’re drinking more than your normally do. You’re
needing to gamble more than you normally do. It’s having an adverse impact on your well-being
emotionally and physically, as well as one those around you.
People rationalize why it’s okay for them to engage in behaviors that are actually destructive.
But it’s a crisis because you don’t have control over your well-being. And when you’re making
excuses for destructive behaviors, you’re essentially lying to yourself.
But you better not pout, your better not cry. You have to take care of yourself by talking to
trusted people about how you’re feeling and get support from those people. And seek counseling.
It’s a good thing when people are reaching out, because they are aware of an increase in stress.
We want people to reach out whenever they need help, but we want them to do it before they
reach a crisis. When you reach out to a clinician in professional counseling, you can achieve a
level of awareness – self-awareness, self-reflection and a discussion about how to cope, how to
turn that around, how to regain a sense of control and get on a path of wellness.
Part of what has made it so difficult is that there’s been no deadline for this. Because of working
overtime, cancelled days off, not being able to be with friends or family and go to the normal
celebrations of life that come around this year, there has been no hope to say, “Just hand on till
next Tuesday. After next Tuesday, things are going to be okay.”
But it can still be the season of hope. People need hope. There is the hope that the COVID-19
vaccine allows us to think that we’re going to get through this if we just hang on.
I know it seems hopeless because the numbers of officers who have tested positive are going
higher than ever. And it looks hopeless because the contract isn’t settled, and the long hours
continue. It’s discouraging, and it’s hard to keep fighting the good fight. So bring some joy to
your world by getting as much rest and sleep as you can. Connect to those who you feel close
and intimate with. Communicate to others. Seek support. Check in with an EAP clinician and
adopt healthy habits for eating and sleeping. It sounds so cliché and easy, but it is very difficult
to have healthy habits when you are not feeling well emotionally. So you have to work at having
healthy habits. When you look at this time of year and what’s going on, that’s all you want for
Christmas.

Happy Holidays
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Recommended
Reading

Newsletter Submission
Information
We are always looking for personal
articles of interest, newsworthy pieces,
photographs, interviews and information
on upcoming events. It is very important
to network and share pertinent information
with
law enforcement officers, both active
s
and retired, about the many positives
things that are taking place in our
respective municipalities and communities.
It is equally important to share information
with the community we serve and to
remind them we are the guardians of our
community and have a vested interest in
keeping citizens safe. If you would like to
have your article considered for the next
edition of The Guardian’s Voice
newsletter, send it to the Editor at:
shawncken@aol.com. Please enter the
word “newsletter” on the subject line when
doing so. We also welcome feedback and
constructive criticism.
If you are interested in reading past copies
of The Guardian’s Voice newsletter, feel
free to review our previous issues at:
http://www.nableo.org/newsletter.cfm

Emotional Survival For Law
Enforcement: A Guide For Officers
and Their Families
Kevin M. Gilmartin

My Life For Your Life
Clarke A. Perry

Membership and Renewals
To join N.A.B.L.E.O. or to renew your
membership, feel free to visit us at:
http://www.NABLEO.org/membership.cfm

“Remember we are the guardians of our community, therefore we must
work hard to rebuild their trust in law enforcement. This is our moral and
social responsibility, not to mention, part of our sworn oath of office [to
serve and protect]. Each day, think of what you can do, individually and
collectively, to help rebuild that trust. Treat all citizens with respect.”

Please Stay Safe
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